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Correlation of atomic force (AFM) and Kelvin force microscopy (KFM) across hydro-
genated (conductive), oxidized (highly resistive), and metallized (gold and aluminum)
surface regions is used to deduce local surface work functions, Fermi energy levels, surface
states, space charges, and accumulation and depletion regions on these surfaces and at their
junctions and interfaces.  Electronic properties and morphology of hydrogenated diamond
surfaces are locally modified using negatively biased AFM cantilevers, which leads to
insulating nanoscale patterns scribed into the diamond surfaces.  The results, resolution and
accuracy of the AFM and KFM measurements are discussed in detail, including the
influence of plasma hydrogenation, illumination and humidity.  Combination of AFM
patterning and KFM visualization of electronic properties enables local examination and in-
situ control of in-plane gate transistor devices realized on diamond.  Providing an invaluable
insight into the unique properties of diamond, the AFM and KFM techniques contribute to
understanding, improving and initiating new concepts for diamond-based devices.

1. Introduction

From the material point of view, diamond is a wide-band-gap semiconductor with
electronic properties that can be varied from insulating (in the case of intrinsic diamond) to
conductive using boron (p-type) (1) or phosphorous (n-type) doping.(2)  In addition to bulk
properties, a high p-type surface conductivity has been detected on hydrogen-terminated
diamond surfaces.(3)  Due to a strong electric dipole of C-H bonds, the hydrogen-terminated
surfaces also exhibit a negative electron affinity up to –1.3 eV(4,5) and hydrophobic wetting
properties.
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Consequently, it is not surprising that surface conductivity has received much attention
for applications in electronic(6,7) and biosensor devices.(8,9)  However, its nature and origin
are still not fully understood.  As it is generated by hydrogen termination of the surfaces
(obtained for instance by exposing diamond at 500–850°C to a hydrogen plasma), theories
have been proposed ranging from hydrogen-induced surface acceptors(10) to an acceptor
subsurface region created by incorporation of hydrogen(11) or to a buried acceptor layer.(12)

Observations of the strong influence of atmospheric adsorbates on the surface conductivity
have led to the proposal and development of a transfer doping model.(13–18)  In this model a
hole accumulation in the valence band is generated at the diamond surface by the transfer
of electrons through the C-H surface dipole into the electrochemical system of the adsorbate
layer.  In spite of corroboration by many experiments, little is known about the details of this
phenomenon.

Without hydrogen termination the diamond surface becomes highly resistive.(3,10)  This
enables realization of in-plane electronic devices by selective control of surface termination.
On a microscopic level, surface termination can be modified by photo- or electron beam
lithography with a subsequent exposure to oxygen plasma(7) or using atomic force micros-
copy (AFM).(19–21)  AFM has the advantage that, in principle, no lithographic masks are
required and no radiation damage occurs.  In reality, AFM patterning is usually combined
with common lithographic processing for device fabrication.(22)

In AFM, electrically insulating patterns are formed on diamond surfaces by applying
negative bias voltages on the AFM cantilever which scans the surface.  Formation of the
patterns is attributed to anodic oxidation, which is a well-established process on silicon.(23)

Its mechanism on diamond still needs to be elucidated.
On diamond, the anodic process was observed to result both in deposition(19,20) and

etching(21,22,24) of the patterns.  Appearance of the patterns in height or depth depends on the
interactive forces in contact and noncontact AFM measurements.(21)  These measurements
indicated that there may be a selective adsorption of air moisture on the patterns in sub-
nanometer thickness.

Understanding these and other unique properties of diamond(25) is essential to design and
control of diamond-based devices.  Data scattering of surface electronic properties reported
in the literature(11,26,27) indicates that the structure and quality of diamond surfaces needs a
closer investigation, in particular on a microscopic level.

Here, scanning probe techniques, of which scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)(28)

and atomic force microscopy(29) are the main representatives, stand out as versatile tools that
can characterize and also modify(19,21,30) surface microstructure and electronic properties
with high resolution.  This can be done in vacuum, in air, as well as in other environments.

Studies by STM showed, for instance, domains of various surface reconstructions
including some amorphous regions on as-deposited diamond surfaces.(31,32)  Unlike the
detection of tunnelling currents in STM, AFM senses forces between the tip and the
sample(29,33) which allow measurements on both conductors and insulators.  This is especially
useful for studies on diamond surfaces, the conductivities of which can vary from conductive
to highly resistive.  By measuring various forces, or more generally, interactions, AFM
allows not only characterization of surface morphologies, but also the detection of surface
potentials, magnetic domains, and many other features.  This enables direct correlation of
electronic and morphological features on a microscopic level.(34)
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In particular, detection of surface potentials by Kelvin force microscopy (KFM)(35–40) has
been established as a valuable technique for imaging and evaluation of surface charges,(30,41)

space charge regions at material junctions(41) or grain boundaries,(39) surface work func-
tions,(35,38) and even molecular patterns(42) and DNA molecular chains(43) with high lateral
resolution.  On hydrogenated diamond surfaces, KFM can be applied to deduce the surface
Fermi level energy,(17,24) which is a crucial parameter for understanding the origin of the
surface conductivity, as well as to investigate surface terminations, space charge regions,
and functionality of diamond in-plane devices.(20,22,44)  Nevertheless, a careful evaluation of
KFM data and measurement conditions is required to obtain reliable information about
material properties.

In this article, use of AFM and KFM on diamond surfaces is reviewed and discussed in
detail.  KFM potential profiles and images across metallic, hydrogenated and oxidized
regions are used to obtain information about the local electronic properties of diamond
surfaces.  On the basis of these data we discuss the method, resolution and accuracy of the
KFM technique itself as well as the influence of illumination and other ambient conditions
on the potential profiles.  At the same time, surface morphologies are characterized by AFM
and correlated with the KFM images.

AFM is also used for the modification of hydrogenated diamond surfaces.  Negatively
biased AFM cantilevers are used to locally remove hydrogen termination, which results in
the formation of electrically insulating patterns and the nanoscale etching of diamond
surfaces.  The microstructure and electronic properties of the patterns are characterized
using the AFM cantilever as a point contact.  The effect of contact and noncontact AFM on
the appearance of the patterns is discussed by considering different electrical potentials and
selective moisture adsorption on the patterns.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Hydrogenated diamond samples
Two types of diamond surfaces were used in this study: 1) undoped diamond layers

grown by hot-filament or microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on <100>
Ib diamond substrates, and 2) natural <100> IIa diamond substrates which were hydroge-
nated in a microwave plasma.

The hot-filament process parameters were as follows: 1.2% dilution of CH4 in H2,
tungsten filament temperature 2200°C, sample temperature 690°C, filament-sample dis-
tance 6 mm, pressure 50 mbar, gas flow 100 sccm.  The microwave CVD process parameters
were as follows: sample temperature 800°C, power 750 W, gas pressure 25 Torr, hydrogen
flow 400 sccm, methane (CH4) flow 0.2 sccm.  The as-grown microwave CVD samples as
well as natural IIa substrates were cleaned in a 3:1 mixture of sulfuric (H2SO4) and nitric acid
(HNO3) by boiling at 250°C for 30 min and were rehydrogenated by a microwave plasma
under following conditions: 5–30 min at 40 Torr, 800 W, sample temperature 850°C.
Samples were cooled down to room temperature in hydrogen atmosphere.

Photo- and electron beam lithography followed by oxygen plasma treatments (d.c. power
300 W, 1 min, O2 partial pressure 1 mbar) were used to fabricate isolated hydrogen-
terminated patterns and in-plane gate transistor structures.(7,22)  The hydrogen-terminated
regions were contacted by thermally evaporated gold (ohmic contact) or aluminum (Schottky
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contact).  Structural and electronic properties of diamond surfaces were then characterized
by AFM and KFM under ambient conditions.

2.2 Atomic force microscopy
AFM was operated in contact (c-AFM) and noncontact (nc-AFM) regimes.(29)  Primarily,

the surface morphologies are represented by nc-AFM images of surface height.  In the
noncontact regime, the AFM is also sensitive to all kinds of long-range interactions
including electrostatic, which makes it an ideal arrangement for spatially resolved KFM
measurements.

2.3 Kelvin force microscopy
The Kelvin probe technique is a well-known method of determining the difference

between the work functions of a reference electrode and the sample surface by measuring
contact potential differences (CPD).(45)  In general, the CPD depends on a variety of
parameters such as the work function, adsorption layers, oxide layers, dopant concentration
in semiconductors, and temperature changes on the sample.(35)  Measurements of CPD can
be used to obtain information concerning these parameters.

To achieve high lateral resolution, the Kelvin probe technique was modified to Kelvin
force microscopy using the principles of AFM.(35)  Various implementations of the KFM
technique were developed in the past on the basis of using the gradient of the electrostatic
force,(36) the second-harmonic resonance of the cantilever,(38) a broad resonance peak at low
frequency,(46) phase detection,(47) and combination with local current detection.(48)  Nowa-
days the most commonly used method seems to be a lift-mode technique,(24,37,39) which is also
employed in this work.

To obtain the absolute value of the potential, the work function of the cantilever probe
must be calibrated on a reference sample with a known surface potential.  In this study, gold
surfaces were used.  Their work function was determined by total photoyield experiments
which enable access to values of both surface work functions and electron affinities.(15,49)

KFM is typically performed on conductive or low-resistance samples to enable equili-
bration of Fermi energy levels between the sample and probe tip during the CPD measure-
ment.  On hydrogenated diamond surfaces, the surface region below the tip is connected to
the ground via the surface conductive layer, and the conductive tip is biased with respect to
the ground (see Fig. 1).  Thus the main potential drop occurs across the gap between the tip
and the surface.  If the resistivity of other parts in the circuit (such as of the hydrogen-
terminated surface and the cantilever probe) remains constant, the KFM potential profiles
reflect the surface properties.

On highly resistive surfaces, such as oxidized diamond surfaces, CPD detection is done
against a floating potential of the surface.  Yet the KFM measurement is still possible
because the probing voltage is applied to the conducting tip.  Thus, with careful evaluation,
information can be deduced from CPD profiles even on resistive surfaces.

2.4 AFM and KFM cantilever probes
For AFM and KFM measurements, common n-type doped silicon cantilevers were

mainly used, with typical spring constants of 20–40 N/m, resonance frequencies of 190–320
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kHz, and a resistivity of ≈0.01 Ωcm.  Their simple composition (doped silicon body covered
by a natural silicon oxide layer) enables ease of use and straightforward interpretation of
AFM and KFM measurements.  In spite of being covered by silicon oxide, the silicon
cantilevers provided good and reliable KFM images, because the oxide layer represents only
an additional resistance in the tip-sample gap and as such does not influence relative contrast
in KFM measurements.

Cantilevers coated by PtIr alloy (Pt 95%, Ir 5%) were used to corroborate KFM results
obtained using the silicon cantilevers.  The PtIr-coated cantilevers had a typical spring
constant of 3 N/m and a resonance frequency of 75 kHz.  The metal coating prevented
photovoltage effects on the tip during KFM measurements under illumination.  However,
when using such tips, one has to be careful about possible inaccuracies in CPD values.  Due
to abrasion of the tip coating, the CPD can significantly change as the tip-sample distance
decreases and the electrostatic interaction becomes more and more concentrated at the tip
apex.(50,51)

The type of applied cantilever influences the CPD values measured by KFM.  For silicon
AFM tips with a work function lower than the diamond samples used here, the CPD signal
has negative polarity (see Fig. 2(a)).  The opposite holds for metallized tips with higher work
functions (see Fig. 2(b)).  In both cases, brighter regions in KFM images correspond to
relatively lower work functions.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 3 shows AFM surface morphology and KFM potential images for samples which
were grown and hydrogenated using the hot-filament CVD technique.

Figures 3(a)–3(c) show an image and profiles of surface morphology obtained by AFM
across gold contact (Au), hydrogen-terminated (C-H), and plasma oxidized (C-O) surface
regions.  The white line in the AFM image indicates the position of the height profiles.  In
the image as well as in the profiles, a 50 nm step at the gold contact edge can be resolved along
the left side.  Height modulations on the diamond surface are generated by homoepitaxial
deposition.  Due to the surface corrugation, no difference between hydrogen-terminated and
oxidized diamond could be resolved.

Fig. 1. Schematic setup of KFM on hydrogenated and oxidized diamond surfaces.
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Potential images and CPD profiles obtained by KFM at the same position are shown in
Figs. 3(d)–3(f).  The KFM measurements were done using plain silicon cantilevers.  There
is a clear contrast between hydrogen-terminated and oxidized parts.  The bright region (the
brightness of which is similar to the gold contact) is hydrogenated, whereas the darker areas
correspond to oxidized diamond parts having a higher work function.  It is noticeable that
the CPD is identical (in the range of KFM precision) on Au and C-H surfaces.

For natural IIa diamonds, which were hydrogenated by the microwave plasma process,
the image of surface morphology including aluminum and gold contacts is shown in Fig.
4(a).  White lines indicate AFM line scans across aluminum and gold which are shown in
Fig. 4(b).  Corresponding images and spatial profiles of CPD obtained by KFM at the same
place are displayed in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).  Here the KFM measurements were done using

Fig. 2. Scheme of energetic bands in the KFM setup on diamond using (a) n-type silicon and (b) PtIr-
coated cantilevers.

Fig. 3. Images and profiles across gold contact (Au), hydrogen-terminated (C-H), and oxidized (C-
O) surface regions obtained by ((a)–(c)) AFM and ((d)–(f)) KFM using doped silicon tips.
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Fig. 4. (a) AFM morphology image and (b) height profiles of hydrogen-terminated diamond surface
with aluminum and gold contacts (on the left side).  (c) Corresponding KFM image and (d) potential
profiles at the same place.

metal-coated cantilevers, which results in different CPD values compared to measurements
with plain silicon cantilevers.

Nevertheless, just as on the hot-filament CVD samples, the surface potential of the
hydrogen-terminated surface is the same as on gold.  On the other hand, aluminum exhibits
quite a large difference of 0.6 eV.  The CPD contrast between aluminum and gold is due to
a difference in their work functions, although they are on the same electrical potential
(ground).

3.1 Deducing Fermi energy
In spite of different CPD values due to the use of silicon or metal-coated cantilevers, the

CPD spatial profiles in Figs. 3 and 4 show that work functions of gold contact and
hydrogenated diamond are identical on both types of samples.

Such CPD profiles can be used to deduce the Fermi energy at hydrogen-terminated
diamond surfaces(17,24) but the work function of gold and electron affinity of diamond must
be obtained independently.  In our case, the reference work function of the gold contacts was
found to be 4.9±0.1 eV using total photoyield experiments (as measured in the group of Prof.
L. Ley, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg).  This value is in a reasonable agreement with the
5.0 eV reported in the literature for polycrystalline gold.(52)

Considering a typical negative electron affinity of χ = –1.3 eV on hydrogen-terminated
diamond(5,49) and an energy band gap of Eg = 5.5 eV leads to the Fermi energy level 0.7±0.1
eV below the valence band minimum at the hydrogen-terminated surface.  This indicates a
large accumulation of holes and strong band bending in the subsurface region as shown by
the schematic diagram of energetic band profiles perpendicular to the hydrogen-terminated
surface in Fig. 5(a).
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The precision of the Fermi energy value deduced from KFM depends on the resolution
of KFM.  On the fundamental level, the voltage resolution is limited by thermal oscillations
of the cantilever.  Thus, the resolution can be calculated as(35)
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Using typical parameters for silicon cantilevers and KFM measurements (see Table 1)
the expected voltage resolution is Vmin = 21 mV.  This is comparable to the fluctuations of
±20 mV in the Au/C-H profile.  With respect to the gold work function of 4.9 eV, these
fluctuations are negligible.  Although due to an inhomogeneity of a tip coating the CPD can
also be a function of tip-sample distance in KFM,(50,51) the results obtained for coated and
uncoated cantilevers are in agreement in this case.

The absolute value of the Fermi level is determined by the reference work function of the
gold contact and by the negative electron affinity of diamond.  Exposure to ambient air may
influence both those quantities.

The negative electron affinity of –1.3 eV used in our calculations was obtained for clean,
hydrogen-terminated diamond surfaces in vacuum.(5,49)  The influence of surface chemical
modifications and physisorption of adsorbates (in particular, water) in air is a matter of
ongoing research.(53)  Studies of dipole-oriented water layers on mica substrates reported a
change of surface potential by 0.4 eV at room temperature and ambient humidity.(54)  Taking
this value into account, the Fermi level would lie 0.3 eV below VBM, under the rather strong
assumption that water layers formed on mica and diamond have a similar configuration.

Nevertheless, the hydrogenated diamond as well as the gold surface (when exposed to
air for some time) exhibit hydrophobic properties.(55)  We presume that the dipole properties
of the layer of adsorbed moisture may be similar on both surfaces and that its influence on
the relative contrast in CPD will be minimal.  This still has to be proven by further
experiments.

Theoretical calculations using self-consistent solutions of the Schrödinger and Poisson
equations revealed that the Fermi energy at the interface of hydrogen-terminated diamond

Fig. 5. Diagram showing energetic bands perpendicular to (a) hydrogen-terminated diamond surface
as deduced from KFM profiles in Fig. 3 and to (b) hydrogen-terminated diamond surface below
aluminum contact as deduced from KFM profiles in Fig. 4.
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and water should be in the range 0.3 to 0.9 eV below VBM.(18)  Thus, despite the uncertainty
introduced by ambient conditions, both Kelvin probe experiments and theoretical calcula-
tions support the conclusion that the Fermi level on a hydrogen-terminated surface is rather
deep in the valence band.

3.2 Hydrogenated surfaces and aluminum
Compared to the surface potentials on hydrogen-terminated diamond surfaces, which

were the same as on gold, aluminum contacts exhibited a difference of 0.6 eV as can be seen
in Fig. 4.  Using the gold work function as a reference yields an aluminum work function of
4.3 eV, in agreement with literature values for polycrystalline aluminum.(56)  Yet generally,
the formation of aluminum oxide under ambient conditions can give rise to variations in this
value.  Thus aluminum is not optimal as a work function reference metal.  Still it is attractive
as a Schottky contact on hydrogenated diamond.(57)

Considering the aluminum work function of 4.3 eV and the negative electron affinity of
hydrogenated diamond (–1.3 eV), the Fermi level at the aluminum-diamond interface is
coincident or only slightly above the VBM, with an accuracy of ±0.1 eV given by the
accuracy of the total photoyield experiments on gold.  As shown by a schematic drawing of
band profiles in Fig. 5(b), no hole accumulation is generated in this case below the aluminum
layer at zero bias voltage, thus giving rise to Schottky behavior of the aluminum contact.

On the basis of these deductions, lateral hole depletion regions are also expected next to
the aluminum contacts.  Previous studies using capacitance-voltage characteristics indicated
depletion regions 0.5–100 nm wide.(57)  Here, KFM was applied to investigate such lateral
depletion profiles.  Typical profiles of surface potential and surface height across the
aluminum Schottky junction are displayed in Fig. 6.

The potential on diamond decays across several micrometers in the lateral direction from
the contact edge.  This indicates a wide depletion region.  However, the potential profile as
measured by KPM is given not only by band bending in the depletion region but also by the
edge transfer function(37) which is determined by the capacitance contributions from the tip
apex, tip body, as well as cantilever plate (see Fig. 7(a)) and which may spread over several
micrometers.

The spatial resolution is also limited by the shape of the AFM tip and by the height of the
aluminum contact.(22)  This situation is schematically depicted in Fig. 7(b).  A region at the
very edge of the contact may be inaccessible for measurement because of the AFM tip shape.
The width of the inaccessible region x can be estimated from geometry using x = h tan(α/
2).  Substituting h = 45 nm for height at the contact edge and α = 50° for the opening angle
of the tip apex gives the width of the region as x = 21 nm.

Table 1
Parameters used for calculation of KFM voltage resolution.

fre = 320 kHz Q = 300
k = 40 N/m Vac = 0.5 V
R = 10 nm Bkfm = 300 Hz
z = 5 nm T = 293 K
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The inaccessible region and the edge transfer function spreading over a few micrometers
make unambiguous evaluation of the depletion regions at aluminum Schottky junctions
from the above potential profiles difficult.

3.3 Hydrogenated and oxidized surfaces
On the basis of the CPD profiles in Fig. 3 and the previous discussion, a schematic model

of lateral energetic band profiles across the Au/C-H/C-O surface regions can be assembled.
It is presented in Fig. 8.

In the drawing, the surface Fermi level is aligned in all Au, C-H, and C-O regions.  Across
the conductive Au and C-H surfaces the alignment is achieved by charge carrier diffusion
in a straightforward manner.  At the highly resistive C-O surface, the Fermi level cannot be
so readily established and the straight level is only a schematic image.  In the measured CPD
profile (see Fig. 3(f)), there is a weak yet noticeable slope across the C-O region compared
with the straight profile in the C-H region.  This slope is due to an effect of the floating
potential of the highly resistive C-O surface.

Fig. 6. Lateral morphology (solid) and potential (dashed) profiles across an aluminum Schottky
junction.

Fig. 7. (a) Scheme of capacitance contributions from AFM cantilever to the KFM measurement.  (b)
Scheme of AFM cantilever tip at the contact edge.
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The position of the Fermi level within the band gap is generally not obvious.  KFM data
in Fig. 3(f) indicate that at the C-O surface the vacuum level is 0.3 eV higher than at the C-
H surface.  Taking into account a range of positive electron affinities observed on oxidized
diamond surfaces puts the Fermi level approximately 0.7–2.0 eV above the valence band
maximum.  This assumes pinning of the Fermi level there in some surface or defect states.
The pinning provides a good foundation for the Fermi level alignment and KFM evaluation
at this highly resistive region.  Detailed discussion of the band gap states including a study
under illumination follows in § 3.4.

Note that the position of the C-H/C-O boundary could not be resolved from the height
profile in Fig. 3(c).  Therefore, the position of C-H/C-O boundary cannot be correlated with
the potential profile in this case.

Properties of the C-H/C-O interface were investigated by AFM/KFM also on the inplane
transistor structures, which were prepared on MW-CVD samples by electron beam lithog-
raphy and oxygen plasma treatments.  The resulting lateral profiles are displayed in Fig. 9.

Across the two oxidized line shapes (gray), which were generated by the oxygen plasma
process, the CPD increases to more negative values.  This increase corresponds to a higher
work function of the C-O surface.  As shown in the inset, the transistor channel was grounded
and both gates were symmetrically biased.(22)  In this case, the gate bias VG = 0.2 V.  This
resulted in a potential difference between the C-H gate leads (side regions) and the C-H
channel (central region).

In the AFM profile, the two oxidized lines can be resolved by a slight increase in height
of 1 nm.  The origin of this height increase is unclear, although some explanations have been
proposed, for instance in ref. 20.  Due to the height difference, the extent of the oxidized
regions can be identified here from the morphology profile (denoted by the vertical black
lines in Fig. 9), and they can be directly correlated with the potential profile.

It is remarkable that the potential across the C-H/C-O boundary changes only within the
oxidized regions.  In the C-O region it exhibits a pronounced decrease within 1 μm from the
boundary (as observed also in Fig. 3(f)).  In the surrounding hydrogenated regions it remains
constant.  This allows some information to be deduced about the depletion regions at the C-
H/C-O interface.

First, the depletion width in the C-H region must be very narrow, below the KFM lateral
resolution.  The lateral KFM resolution can be estimated as 5z for tip-surface distances z
greater than 3 nm,(40) i.e., a resolution of 25–50 nm is expected for typical separations of z

Fig. 8. Scheme of energetic bands profiles across Au, C-H and C-O surfaces, assembled on the basis
of KFM profiles in Fig. 3.
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= 5–10 nm.  Such narrow depletion regions on C-H surfaces were deduced also from current-
voltage characteristics of in-plane gate transistors.(58)  The resolution of AFM/KFM at the
C-H/C-O interface is not influenced by a step in height.  For the step in height of 1 nm the
region inaccessible by the AFM tip has a negligible width of <1 nm.

Second, the change of potential across 1 μm in the C-O region suggests a wide space
charge region.  Previously, such potential decay across several micrometers from the
material boundary were attributed to a stray capacitance of the cantilever.(22,37)  In those cases
the potential profile was symmetrical with respect to the boundary.  This is not the case here.
Hence the decay may be related to hole trapping at surface or defect states near the C-H/C-
O interface.

3.4 KFM under illumination
Electronic properties of band gap states can be probed by sub-band-gap illumination.(59)

The potential variations at hydrogenated and oxidized surfaces as measured by KFM using
a bias light (visible wavelength range) are shown in Fig. 10(a).  The inset displays the KFM
image of the interface region between the C-O and C-H surfaces as a function of illumina-
tion.  In the course of KFM scanning, the conditions were varied from dark to weak to intense
illumination by a broadband white light (from bottom to top).  Corresponding line profiles
show a change of potential in both C-O and C-H regions.  On the C-H surface, the
illumination results in a decrease in CPD by as much as 0.2 V in the case of intense

Fig. 9. AFM (solid) and KFM (dashed) profiles across the in-plane transistor structure comprising
hydrogen-terminated (C-H) and oxidized (gray) regions.  The inset shows the device scheme.
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illumination.  The trend is similar on the C-O surface, but there it corresponds to an increase
in CPD to more negative values.  Note that although the C-O surface is highly resistive, the
relative changes can still be detected by KFM.

The change of potential during illumination is referred to as the surface photovoltage
effect.(59)  Contrast may arise from a change in the total surface charge or from modification
of carrier transport kinetics in the subsurface region.  Both the surface charge and transport
kinetics are also influenced by defects and other surface inhomogeneities.

In this particular case, the surface photovoltage effect gives rise to increased band
bending on both C-H and C-O surfaces.  For a sub-band-gap light energy, this effect must
be facilitated by excitation of holes from some surface or defect states within the band gap.(59)

Its mechanism is shown in Fig. 11.  The energy of visible light suggests that these states are
lower than 3 eV above the VBM.  The energetic level of the band gap states is depicted in
a scheme of energetic band profiles across the C-H/C-O interface in Fig. 10(b).  The arrows
denote the possible excitation of trapped holes by sub-band-gap illumination.  Note that this
is only a schematic picture because the surface states are most likely distributed over more
than a single energetic level.

Previously, band gap donorlike states were indicated 1.7 eV above the VBM on oxidized
undoped CVD diamond films using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis.(10)  Current-

Fig. 10. (a) CPD on hydrogenated and oxidized diamond surfaces as a function of illumination (using
metal coated tips).  The inset shows the KFM image in the same region; the arrows denote the position
and direction of the profiles.  (b) Schematic model of energetic band profiles across the C-H/C-O
interface including the energetic level of the surface states.  The arrows denote excitation of holes from
these states by sub-band-gap illumination.
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voltage measurements of Schottky junctions on oxidized B-doped diamond films revealed
three pinning states 1.2–1.3 eV, 1.7 eV and 2.1 eV above the VBM.(60)  On in-plane gate field-
effect transistors (FET) comprised of hydrogen-terminated (conductive) and oxidized
(nonconductive) patterns on undoped diamond films, hysteresis of channel current as a
function of gate voltage was attributed to photoexcitation of holes from surface defects on
oxidized regions, with the energy of 2.2 eV above the VBM.(61)  Spectrally resolved
photocurrents on similar structures showed an absorption peak around 3.1 eV.(7)  Total
photoyield experiments on both hydrogen-terminated and oxidized B-doped diamond
deduced energetic states about 0.3 eV above the VBM due to surface defects or graphitic
patches.(15,62)

All the surface states proposed previously fall within the energetic range of the
broadband visible light applied here.  In the case of in-plane FETs the spatial KFM potential
profiles indicate that holes from the C-H channel can be trapped and detrapped at least 1 μm
far in the C-O region and thus can contribute to the absorption peaks and hysteresis in the
photocurrents.  More details about energetic and spatial distribution of particular surface
states on hydrogen-terminated and oxidized diamond surfaces could be gained in the future
by KFM under spectrally resolved illumination.

3.5 Effect of plasma hydrogenation
The above characteristics of hydrogenated diamond surfaces depend inherently on their

microstructure.  Applying noncontact AFM after exposure of diamond to hydrogen plasma
revealed inhomogeneous surface morphologies. Figure 12(a) displays a typical image
obtained by nc-AFM after a smaller rectangular area inside was scanned by c-AFM where
a silicon probing tip was pressed against the surface with a force of 0.1–1 μN during
scanning.  The surrounding original surface is covered by fine hillocks (<100 nm width,
RMS roughness 1.1 nm) and also several line-shaped features can be noticed.  In contrast,
the area scanned by c-AFM appears flater and smoother (RMS roughness 0.2 nm).  A line

Fig. 11. Mechanism of the surface photovoltage effect under sub-band-gap illumination on hydrogen-
terminated diamond surfaces.
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profile across this area is shown in Fig. 12(b), which reveals that some material was swept
aside by c-AFM scanning.  From the line profile, its thickness was evaluated as  ≈1 nm.  On
the basis of XPS spectra, this material may be attributed to a carbon deposit generated during
a plasma cooling process.  It is important to note that this deposit was not the origin of a high
surface conductivity.  After its removal, the surface conductivity remained about the same.

We have applied KFM to characterize surface potentials of as-hydrogenated and cleaned
areas.  Figure 13(a) shows the nc-AFM surface morphology of the as-hydrogenated surface.
A rough surface morphology, typical for the deposit, can be resolved there.  Figure 13(b)
shows the nc-AFM surface morphology after scanning the central area by c-AFM.  There the
uncovered surface appears cleaner than the original surface along the top and bottom edges
of the image.  The image of surface potentials of the same area is shown in Fig. 13(c).  There
the brighter KFM image corresponds to a lower work function (as discussed previously).
The cleaned surface exhibits a work function about 80 mV lower than the original surface
covered by the carbon deposit.  This can be attributed to a higher negative electron affinity
of the cleaned surface.  This was confirmed by the contrast observed in SEM where the areas
cleaned by c-AFM showed enhanced electron emission (see Fig. 14).

The electronic properties of as-hydrogenated and mechanically cleaned surfaces indi-
cate that the hydrogen-terminated surface is in fact beneath a very thin carbon deposit layer.
This assertion was also corroborated by wetting angle experiments showing an increase in
wetting angles on cleaned surfaces.(63)

To avoid an influence of the carbon deposit, the surfaces were scanned by c-AFM prior
to the KFM measurements in this study.

Fig. 12. (a) Surface morphology obtained by noncontact AFM after scanning the central area by
contact AFM.  (b) Height profile across the central area.
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3.6 AFM-induced surface modifications
AFM can be used not only to characterize but also to modify electronic as well as

structural properties of hydrogenated diamond surfaces on a microscopic level.  Using AFM
in the contact mode, the hydrogen termination of a diamond surface was removed by
applying negative bias voltages to doped silicon AFM cantilevers.  This gave rise to the
formation of insulating patterns which appeared scribed into the diamond surface.(21)

The typical surface morphology of a pattern prepared by AFM oxidation is shown in Fig.
15(a).  The image was obtained using AFM in the contact mode.  A trench scribed into the
flat and smooth diamond surface is detected.  It is worth emphasizing that common silicon
tips (biased at –10 V) were used in this procedure.  The line profile shows that the depth of
the trench is 0.3 nm.  Along the trench, the depth varies between 0.1–0.6 nm.  The width of
the trench at half maximum is about 60 nm.  In general, the width can be controlled by
adjustment of the bias voltage.(19,22)  In a special case, the inscribed pattern was as deep as
3.4 nm at the same bias voltage.(21)  The difference in depth is most likely related to the shape
and quality of the specific AFM tip used.

Fig. 13. Noncontact AFM surface morphology of (a) an as-hydrogenated surface and (b) after
scanning the central area by contact AFM.  (c) The image of surface potentials obtained by KFM on
the same area.  A brighter area corresponds to a lower work function.

Fig. 14. SEM image of the area scanned previously by contact AFM.
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Changing the AFM mode of operation to noncontact (the cantilever resonance frequency
was about 320 kHz), the pattern looks as if it was deposited onto the surface with a thickness
of about 0.2 nm.  This is illustrated by Fig. 15(b), showing nc-AFM images of the same
pattern.  The transition from a height to depth profile can be noticed as the cantilever was
brought closer to the surface by adjustment of the set-point during nc-AFM scanning.  Such
effects can be attributed to switching between attractive and repulsive tip-surface interac-
tions controlling the measurement in the noncontact mode.(64,65)

Now the question arises: what is the real structure?  The true surface morphology is
revealed when the tip touches the surface and stronger repulsive forces dominate the
interaction.  This is the case in the contact mode and also in the so-called tapping mode AFM.
In the noncontact mode, the interaction between the tip and the sample is small and the
cantilever is very sensitive to long-range forces.  Two factors may influence the height
contrast.

First, cantilever oscillations can be influenced by a different electrostatic potential above
the oxidized pattern and the surrounding hydrogenated surface because oxidation changes
the electron affinity and increases the total work function of diamond.(49)  A larger work
function difference between the oxidized surface and the cantilever gives rise to a larger
electrostatic interaction, which can result in apparent height contrast in the morphological
image.(66)

Second, moisture may be preferentially adsorbed on the oxidized patterns because of
their hydrophilic properties compared with the hydrophobic properties of the surrounding
hydrogenated surface.(67)  This also can lead to a variation of surface height.  In ambient
humidity (33–37%), a typical thickness of the moisture layer is in the order of 0.1 nm,(68)

which agrees well with the observed height difference on the oxidized (hydrophilic)
patterns.  While in our opinion this effect is dominating, conclusive interpretation requires
further research.

Fig. 15. (a) Contact and (b) noncontact AFM morphologies of a pattern inscribed into the hydrogenated
diamond surface by AFM.  In the noncontact AFM image, the shift from height to depth profile can
be observed.
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The AFM scribing into diamond affects not only the morphology but also the electronic
properties at the surface.  Figure 16 shows I-V characteristics measured using an AFM tip
as a local contact.  The measurement setup is schematically illustrated in the inset in Fig. 16.
When the tip is inside the square, the I-V characteristics are controlled by electronic transport
through the oxidized barrier.  Note that currents at negative bias are smaller than those at
positive tip voltages, because the onset of oxidation around –4 V affects the measurement.
I-V characteristics measured outside the insulating pattern are ohmic and show larger
conductivity by more than three orders of magnitude, in agreement with macroscopic
measurements on hydrogenated diamond surfaces.

3.7 Device examination
Combination of the AFM oxidation process and KFM can be used for in situ visualization

and adjustment of electronic device structures, such as in-plane gate transistors.  This is
demonstrated on an in-plane gate transistor which was prepared by electron beam lithogra-
phy on hydrogenated diamond.(22)

The schematic design of this device is displayed in Fig. 17(a).  Figure 17(b) shows the
CPD image obtained with KFM on the device as-prepared by electron beam lithography.

Fig. 16. Current-voltage characteristics measured with the AFM tip from inside the AFM scribed
pattern (squares) and on the hydrogenated surface outside the pattern (circles).  The setup is shown
schematically in the inset.

Fig. 17. (a) Schematic design of in-plane gate transistor on diamond.  KFM image of the transistor
channel (b) after electron beam lithography (the right gate is leaking) and (c) after the leak was
corrected in situ using AFM-induced oxidation.
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The hydrogenated channel appears bright.  There are two parallel oxidized lines (darker), the
width of which is about 500 nm (ensuring their good electrical insulation).  Yet, as indicated
by the potential image, the left line insulates the gate well, while the right line is obviously
misaligned.  Figure 17(c) shows a potential image of the same place after the leakage of the
right gate was corrected in situ by local oxidation using AFM.

4. Summary

To summarize, AFM and KFM were used to characterize the morphology and electronic
properties of diamond surfaces.  Potential images obtained by KFM clearly resolved
hydrogen-terminated and oxidized regions.  The Fermi energy level on the hydrogen-
terminated surfaces could be determined by comparison of potential profiles across the Au/
C-H junction.  Its energy was estimated below the valence band minimum, thereby
indicating strong accumulation of holes near the hydrogen-terminated surface.  Determina-
tion of the Fermi energy relied on independent measurements of diamond electron affinity
and calibration of the gold work function by total photoyield experiments.  Evaluation of
CPD across aluminum contacts indicated that no hole accumulation layer is generated below
the contacts, thereby explaining their Schottky characteristics.

Evaluation of CPD profiles across oxidized surface regions and their correlation with the
C-H/C-O boundary implied the presence of band gap states and trapping of holes there.  This
assertion was confirmed by KFM measurements of the surface photovoltage effect under
sub-band-gap illumination, which indicated band gap states also within hydrogenated
regions.

Electronic as well as structural properties of hydrogenated diamond surfaces were
modified on the microscopic level using negatively biased AFM cantilevers.  By this
technique, nanoscale patterns were inscribed into the diamond surface.  Preferential
adsorption of air moisture on these patterns was proposed on the basis of comparison of c-
AFM and nc-AFM measurements.  Conductivity through these patterns was several orders
of magnitude lower than on the hydrogen-terminated surfaces.  In combination with KFM,
the AFM patterning was used for in situ examination and adjustment of in-plane gate
transistor structures realized on diamond.

By providing an invaluable insight into the unique properties of diamond, the AFM and
KFM techniques can contribute to understanding, improving, and initiating new concepts
for diamond-based devices.
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